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Second
Chance

Jim’s
Dream

SERIAC & ALBANY
Triumph!

From the Chairman
Ron’s Rumblings
Well done to us! Haywards Heath MM that is. We
had a good representation at SERIAC in April with
nine members, including wives, attending and
were rewarded with a good show. Our club film
‘Second Chance’ did extremely well, scooping four
awards - best drama, best acting, best club film
and the runner-up to the best film in festival. Jim
Heath’s film ‘The Car Dealer’ was also shown and several people told
me afterwards that they thought it was the best comedy and should
have won that award. Judges, take note!
I was particularly happy to have David’s help in the projection box and
he did a great job in controlling the sound balance and theatre lighting
etc. As I was a bit incapacitated this was a great help to the organisation of this show, so big thanks to you David.
And not to spare David’s blushes we have to applaud him for being the
prime mover in us winning the Albany for the third time in a row. We are
the only club to have achieved this, so well done to him and anyone
who had a hand in the film or the presentation. Next year’s theme for
the Albany is ‘Two Sides to Every Story’ and we would like to put in two
entries to bolster the numbers. Our friends in the Lancashire Authors
Association have come up with some script ideas, one of which we will
be pursuing. However, Jim Heath has come up with another idea for
this theme and would like some help in realising it’s production, so
please offer your services willingly if asked.
As those of you who make films will know there is an awful lot of hard
work associated with the pre-production process. I have been caught
up with this for the latest film I am hoping to make and it has taken the
best part of a year to iron out all the problems. After the script was written to what I thought was a satisfactory state, I asked the Sussex police
for their advice on procedural matters and after a few trips around the
block where I felt like the proverbial parcel, I was passed to a DCI to
check all the facts. She tore the thing to pieces as I had written it based
on assumptions and TV cop shows, but with her very valuable help the
script was rewritten to reflect modern police procedure. Then the fun
part - getting a cast to do justice to it! After auditions were held we finally have a cast and hopefully are nearly ready to go. There have been
times when knitting and origami have had an certain alternative appeal......! I will keep you informed of our progress in future editions.
Until next time.

Ron Prosser
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From the Editor
How exciting it was to be involved in staging this
years Albany! We did a pretty good job with our super
new projector, an excellent buffet and refreshment
provision and a well run raffle. We had many compliments on the day. A full report of all the films can be
found elsewhere in this issue.
The fact that we won again has put our club in the unique position of making history.
Since the Albany began in 1966, 16 clubs have won, 6 clubs have won
twice in succession and 2 clubs have won twice in succession twice! But
only Haywards Heath MovieMakers has won three times in succession.
The early days were dominated by Shoreham, Mid Sussex and Southern
Sound followed closely by Eastbourne, Portsdown and South Downs.
Interestingly, it took the founding club until 1981 before they won for the
first time.
Our first win was in 1991 with “Upstairs Downstairs” starring our own funny man of the time, Gerry Irwin. This was followed in 1992 by “ The Castaways”.
Our next “twin win” was 2012 with “Maggie’s Secret” and 2013 with
“Second Chance”
As far as I can see, there is no list of themes that have been used over the
years, which I think is a shame. It would complete the picture to know this
information—unless anyone knows of such a list?
I had great fun with Ron on the technical side at the SERIAC. We were up
in the gallery with all the knobs, buttons and sliders associated with a theatre. Just the two of us, let loose on all that lovely equipment!
When it came to the awards, it almost turned into an HHMM presentation
day as not only did “Second Chance” pick another four awards, Rod Willerton earned a well deserved cup for “Budget World Tour”
I reckon we’ve had a pretty successful time lately!

David Fenn
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The Successful Failure

“Out of towners” may not be aware, that a new museum has
recently opened in Haywards Heath in The Orchards Shopping Centre. The museum celebrates the life of actor, comedian and singer-songwriter, Norman Wisdom.
The Norman Wisdom Museum was established in part of a
previously closed down shop by Norman’s son, Nick, who
runs a sports shop in Haywards Heath. Entrance is free and
is well worth a visit if you’re in the town.
Norman, of course, starred in a number of comedy films produced between 1953 and 1966 featuring his hapless onscreen character, Norman Pitkin. His incompetent “Gump”
character was usually employed in a junior position to a
straight man, often played by Edward Chapman (as Mr
Grimsdale) or Jerry Desmonde.
On display are some of the musical instruments played by
Norman, together with many photographs, certificates, hand
written scripts and even a couple of his ‘Gump’ suits.
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I was amused to read some of his hand written stage instructions headed up, “The Successful Failure.” Here is
the development of his character from an early time beginning as follows:

Swagger on stage, trip up. Remonstrate with imaginary
person, appeal to band, agrees, look embarrassed and
walk off. (Repeat)
And from a later show:
Fanfare. Announcement. Fanfare, Curtain up. Leaning on
piano, eating apple, reading paper, and scratching leg.
Notice audience (double take) come downstage (bows)
notice apple, try to get rid of it, put it into piano, get hand
caught when walking away, fall, try to get hand out, lift
lid, (look indignant) snatch music from piano, pull self together, smile to audience (can’t be helped expression)
little bow and funny walk to front .........
Norman was a favourite of Royalty and appeared at no
less than seven Royal Variety Performances. Some of the
invitation certificates are displayed in the exhibition. He
was also a fine musician and many of his musical instruments are shown plus hit records and the original hand
written music for “Don’t Laugh at Me.”
One signed photograph that caught my eye was of Norman when he met Laurel and Hardy in 1952. It is signed
by ‘the boys’ and annotated, “Our kind thoughts and every good wish for a long success Norman - you deserve it sincerely.”
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I was fortunate in 1998 to be invited to Pinewood Studios
where Norman made most of his films for the Rank Organisation. The staff mentioned to me that he had recently
popped in to say hello and, of course, he had everyone in
stitches.
Norman was a clown, much in the mould of Charlie Chaplin, with his “little man” in the ill fitting suit and cloth cap.
Chaplin once said that Norman was the only man in movies that could ever replace him. Earlier this year, in February, we celebrated the centenary of the birth of Chaplin’s
Tramp character. Perhaps we should also spare a thought
for Norman Wisdom, Britain’s other great film comedian.
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Rod Willerton
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Albany 2014
Haywards Heath strikes again!
The annual Albany Inter Club Competition dating back to
1966 was held this this year on 27th April at Plumpton
Green Village Hall.
Eight clubs entered including South Downs Film Makers,
Copthorne Camcorder Club, Chichester Film & Video Makers, Surrey Border Movie Makers, East Sussex Movie Makers, Portsdown Camcorder Users Club, Epsom Movie Makers, and HHMM.
Seventy people attended and enjoyed the eleven films on
offer ranging from comical to serious, drama and animation which turned into a hard fought contest for all the
clubs.
After watching the films we were treated to a great buffet
and tea and cakes served by Joy Prosser and her merry
team of helpers, (thank you ladies). The Albany AGM was
also held in the break and Rod and David showed two films
including the club film on the A272 “Love Me or Hate Me”
while we waited for the Judges to finish their deliberations.
It was then back to our Judges, this year carried out by
Mike Shaw FACI, Mike Coad and Hugh Darrington who’s
job it was to judge the entries live on the day and stand up
and give their comments on each film.
The results were as follows:
Best Film - “Jim’s Dream” - Haywards Heath
Judges comments - A good script and very good acting,
an enjoyable film with good camera angles.
Best Runner Up - “Joey” - Chichester (Lady talking to her
dead husband Joey, a clown, to tell him she has moved on.
Made us all jump at the end!
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Highly Commended - “Outside Chance” - Chichester. A
short film about a camera waiting to be sold, a young girl,
and a flying saucer
Best Comedy - “News Flash” - Portsdown
Trophy for best editing - “Spiritual Knowledge” - Surrey
Border - Four old men trying to beat their friend on his
knowledge of whiskey. Good twist in the end.
Best Use of Sound - “Joey” - Chichester
Many thanks to the club members that helped to make it
another successful entertaining show and our thanks to all
the clubs that paticipated.

We would like to thank Joy for her usual great spread and
all her helpers and Liz for pulling the show together and
making sure the other club’s entries arrived on time.

Paul Bailey.
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Programme Reminder
Jul 8
Jul 22

Annual BBQ
Guest Speaker

Summer Break
Sep 2
Sep 16
Sep 30

Visit to Norwood Place Farm
Fiction and Novice Competitions
50/50 evening with Chichester

Refreshment Rota
Jul 22

June & Paul Bailey

Sep 16
Sep 30

Roy Langley & Stephen Cropp
Alan Tyler & Jim Heath

Remember!
If you are unable to attend on your night, please change with someone
else and update the sheet on the notice board

Please do a stock take at the end of your night and tell Liz if
any items require to be replenished

Next Issue
The next issue of The Linking Shot will be at the end of September 2014
Send contributions to linkingshot@hotmail.co.uk no later than
1st September please

Views expressed by members in the Linking Shot may
not be the views of the HHMM committee unless stated

